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 ENJOYING EARTH DAY SNACKS: DIRT CUPS (PUDDING, COOKIE CRUMBLES, & GUMMY WORMS)   

Dear Families,  

 

Earth Day, every day!  Happy Earth Day 

to everyone.  During April, students 

have studied healthy bodies and the 

healthy Earth.  What can we do to keep 

our planet clean and beautiful? 

 

Mathematics:  Students continue to 

study addition and explore counting in 

new ways.  Kindergarten students 

enjoyed addition games, like adding 

ladybugs on a leaf together.  Each 

friend had a game board with two 

spinners and two leaves.  We would spin 

the spinners to find the numbers we 

were adding.  Then, we would count the 

ladybugs for each leaf and count the 

total together.  Later in the week, we 

played the game and recorded our 

equations on lined paper.  We are 

practicing writing or numbers and 

problem solving.  Pre-K students 

explored counting and one to one 

correspondence by completing number 

puzzles.  We had to count forwards and 

backwards, woah!  As we practice or 

counting and one to one 

correspondence, children are building 

skills to put numbers together.  Next 

week, Pre-K friends are getting in on 

the addition fun and adding within five, 

using manipulatives!   

 

Reading:  Students continue to explore 

long and short vowel sounds.  We added 

the magic silent ‘e’ to CVC words to 

change short vowels to long ones!  

Friends traced words and wrote the 

letter ‘e’.  We, also, put together CVCe 

words puzzles.  Children had to stretch 

the sounds and read the word.  Read-

alouds included All the Colors of the 

Earth, It’s Earth Day!, Messenger, 

Messenger, and Let’s Recycle!.  During 

whole group, we discussed how to keep 

our planet healthy and different ways 

to celebrate Earth Day.  We, also, 

sequenced stories.  Using picture cards, 

students broke into two teams and 

raced to sequence our read-aloud.  We 

explained each part of the story in a 

retelling!  In reading groups, we studied 

the sight words, “why” and “love”.  They 

appeared in our texts, I Love Mud and 

Loves Me and A Rainy Day.  Not only did 

our books feature sight words, but 

they also had magic ‘e’ words, like 

“bake” and “make”.  Next week, we will 

discuss the reading strategy, Flippy 

Dolphin; we stretch a word and flip the 

vowel sound if it doesn’t sound right. 

 

Planet Earth Globes  
Our globes are displayed in our classroom!  Each 

friend used tissue paper to create land and water 

on our paper lanterns.  We love our Earth! 

Story Sequencing 

This small group worked together to sequence 

story cards from Messenger, Messenger.  What 

happened in this story? 
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Writing:  Woohoo!  We have kicked off another exciting 

Writer’s Workshop unit…opinion writing!  We began with a 

dramatic reading of Mo Willem’s story, Don’t Let the Pigeon 

Drive the Bus!  Friends shared their opinion, “Would you let the 

pigeon drive the bus?”  Children shared different responses.  

Two friends shared that they would let the pigeon drive the bus, 

eight friends decided they would not.  We wrote out our 

answers and explanations in speech bubbles (just like in the 

story!) and created our own pigeons with blue paper.  If you get 

a chance, stop by and check out our bulletin board display and 

enjoy our very first published opinion writing. 

Social Studies & Science:  We discussed healthy choices for our 

planet this week.  Friends enjoyed Earth Day and recycling 

stories.  We, also, watched a clip from Scholastic called, “Earth 

Day, Every Day”.  Children were able to compare and contrast 

environments that were polluted and clean environments.  Which 

would you rather live in?  Students explored a digital issue of 

Lets Find Out and a paper copy, tracking and reading as a class.  

The article discussed sanitation workers.  Before reading, we made predictions about the 

information in the article and recorded them onto a worksheet.  After reading, we revisited 

our papers and answered the questions with our new knowledge.  Friends learned a new 

vocabulary word, landfill.  We discussed ways to reduce waste and 

recycle.  Additionally, we enjoyed a super silly snack…DIRT!  We 

made dirt with chocolate pudding, gummy worms, and crushed up 

Oreos.  We never thought dirt could be so delicious! 

Creative Expression:  Students engaged in the art process 

throughout the week.  In art class, students created tree 

branches and tissue paper buds.  Friends noticed that the 

branches on a tree look similar to the letter ‘y’.  Awesome 

connection!  To celebrate our Earth, students studied pictures of 

globes and maps.  We made a physical representation using a blue 

paper lantern in the shape of a sphere.  The blue was the water 

and, then, we pasted green tissue paper to represent land.  Our 

globes are displayed in the classroom and we will take them home at the end of April! 

Love,  

Miss Ristow 

 RECYCLING PROJECT: Families, we will be engaging in recycling projects, like building cars and 

insects.  Next Friday, we will recycle our materials to make new beautiful things.  We continue to celebrate 

Earth Day, every day! 

 May 25: Mystic Aquarium Field Trip (Permission slips due April 28) 

Upcoming Events & Important Notes 

Families,  please don’t hesitate to contact me 

with any questions, concerns, or ideas!  Email me 

at jristow@scotlandes.org. 


